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Isolated convection over the Alps 
A typical summer day (20.06.2005 15 UTC/17 LT) 

Moisture transport from Swiss Plateau to Alps (Graham et al., 2012) 

Thermal wind system: 

Ą moisture transport 

Ą convergence and convection initiation 

(Banta 1990) 

Influence of grid resolution? Added value of 1km vs 2km? 

Influence of different land surface datasets? 

Influence of topography filtering? 
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Experimental setup 

Basic setup 

Å COSMO v5 @ 2.2 and 1.1 km 

Å Initialized with and driven by ECMWF 

analysis (25km) 

Å Soil initialized from 10-yr climate run 

with 2km resolution (N. Ban) 

Å Standard physics options  

(MY-PBL scheme, no horiz. diffusion) 

 

High-resolution surface data 

Å ASTER topography (30 m) 

Å GC2009 land cover (300 m) 

Å HWSD soil type (1 km) 

Å Raymond filter for topography 

(def: cutoff ~5 dx) 

Ą C2_ref, C1_ref 

 

Low-resolution surface data 

Å GLOBE topography (1 km) 

Å GLC2000 land cover (1 km) 

Å FAO DSMW (10 km) 

Å Raymond filter for topography 

(def: cutoff ~5 dx) 

Ą C2_sfc, C1_sfc 
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Simulation and analysis period 
Observed daily cycle of precipitation: July 2006 (Switzerland) 

Ą focus: 18-day period dominated by thermal forcing 

(Hohenegger et al. 2008; Langhans et al. 2013) 
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Example: Two major Alpine valleys 

Rhone valley: Sion and Rhein valley: Chur  
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Daily cycle of wind speed: Chur 
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Daily cycle of wind speed: Chur 

black = observation 

blue = COSMO-2 simulation (bilinear interpolation to station location) 
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Mean diurnal cycle of wind speed 

Chur (Rhein valley) Sion (Rhone valley) 

average over the 18-day period 

shading = interquartile range (25%-75%) COSMO-2 opr 
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Mean diurnal cycle of wind speed 

Chur (Rhein valley) Sion (Rhone valley) 

average over the 18-day period 

shading = interquartile range (25%-75%) future COSMO-1 opr 
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How representative? 

 

 
What is typical skill for the major Alpine valleys? 
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SwissMetNet station network 

107 stations with wind observations for July 2006 
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ñValley windò stations 

Mean maximum wind > 4 m/s Ą 21 stations 
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Influence of resolution on diurnal cycle 
RMSE of wind speed 

2km Ą 1km: Improvement for most stations! 

ñValley windò stations (21) 
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Influence of surface data 

Ącoarse surface data: Only minor improvement for 1km! 

Ąneed high-resolution surface data for 1km simulation! 

ñValley windò stations (21) 
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Influence of topography filtering  
RMSE of wind speed 

ñValley windò stations (21) 

ĄFiltering: Significant improvement for some stations 

(as large as going from 2km to 1km resolution) 
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Cevio 

C2_ref 

+570m 

C1_ref 

+408m 

C1_min 

+230m 

Floor width: 500m, depth: 1-1.5 km 
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Floor width: 1km; depth: ca 2km  

Lodrino (Riviera Valley) 

C1_ref 

+188m 

C1_min 

+103m 
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Conclusions 

Å Improved diurnal valley winds using COSMO-1!  

Ą but only with high-resolution surface data 

Ą Good skill for major valleys with COSMO-1 

Å Further improvement with less filtering of topography 

Å Surprisingly low skill for Sion in Rhone valley  

Ą due to disturbance of up-valley wind on some days by an inter-

valley flow (which may even descend to valley floor) 
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Systematic comparison between idealized 

COSMO-1 and COSMO-LES simulations 
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Cases: Kirshbaum (2011) 

- Results shown here are without shear 

- Congestus clouds obtained (higher cloud top in 2D 

simulations) 
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Cases: Kirshbaum (2011) 

Importance of the shallow convection scheme 
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Overshoots and missing shallow 

convection in COSMO 1 setup 
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Relation to cloud width and mid-level moistening 
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Possibility to run with TKESV 

Å Predicts variances and covariance of moisture and 

temperature 

Å Meanwhile obtained, implemented, did first tests, added 

these moments to output 

Å Increases BL TKE (in agreement with LES), but without 

changes to sgs clouds triggering remains as it was 

Å Obtained further updates TKESV from Ekaterina (SGS 

clouds in convection scheme/stability functions consistent 

with TKESV/more consistent clipping of stability functions) 

Å Visit DWD (towards end)? 
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Cases: Schlemmer et al. (2011/2014): deep convection 

éover flat terrain   
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Schlemmer et al. (2011/2014): deep convection  

éover flat terrain 


